Happy semester, and go bears,

work, and the plethora of new work coming out of the director for the Smart Cities Research Center, which we this, we are finalizing the recruitment of our executive a few weeks we will receive confirmation of funding to we have defined a strategy with the DOE and hopefully in Idaho National Laboratory. Together, with these four labs, Laboratory, National Renewable Energy Laboratory and Alexey Pozdnukov have been working quite intensely with Energy, specific to the Smart Mobility Program. As part of budget increases from the state. I am also very excited over the next year, and could potentially result in long term email, this will hopefully result in a number of new and put forward in the last cycle. As indicated in a previous resulting from the budget change proposal we successfully Department of Finance in Sacramento to fund projects campuses, we have started working with the California Together, with the ITS leadership at the four the UC summer leading to new projects and directions for this fall. I also encourage you to look opportunity for us to see new research happening on this. For more information, see many of you at the seminar, which will be an this Fall: " The Timing of Land Redevelopment Around relationship between transportation, the built College of Environmental Design, and he is excited to you is Chancellor's Professor of City and Regional Entrepreneurship Program. One new face, which I hope will soon become familiar to and Learn2Launch, the Silicon Valley Innovation and Master of Engineering, the concurrent Master of City
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Daniel A. Rodriguez
ITS Berkeley Director's Letter

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

With the beginning of the academic year, we are excited to announce the addition of several new faculty members to our team. These individuals bring a wealth of expertise and diverse perspectives that will enrich our research and teaching programs.

One new hire that I am particularly excited about is [Name], who will be joining us as [Title]. [Name] has [degrees and credentials] and brings [specific expertise or achievements].

[Name] will be leading our [department or research area], and we look forward to seeing their contributions to our community.

In addition to our new hires, we are also finalizing the recruitment of our executive director for the [research center or program]. This individual will be responsible for [specific duties or goals].

Thank you for your continued support as we work to advance the technologies that connect vehicles to the 2021's Autonomous Cars. As [MIT, UC Berkeley, or another relevant organization] Program Manager Steven Shaldover talks to MIT Partners for Advanced Transportation Technology about the future in it?

Transportation Sustainability Research Center Co-Director Susan Shaheen talks to the New York Times about on self-driving cars shows that safe trumps sexy. Program Manager Ching-Yao Chan talks to Salon Faster Speeds about the Transportation Sustainability Research Center Co-Director Timothy Lipman talks to KGO Radio about Is Going Driverless Timken with City Lab.

[Event Details]

- Friday, Sept. 30: Nicole C. Mohler, from Metromile, will present "Per-Mile Car Insurance andvalue of information Networks: Strategic routing Resilient Transportation Systems" at the ITS Library.
- Sept. 2-4: The Transportation Networks Colloquium will host a conference with leading researchers and practitioners from around the world.
- Fridays, Sept. 23 and 30: Daniel A. Rodriguez, from UC Berkeley, and Aaron M. Renn, from Temple University, will present their research at the ITS Transportation Seminar at 3:30 p.m. in 290 Hearst Memorial Mining Building. Join us for cookies and beverages at 3:30 p.m.
- Thursdays, Sept. 29 and 30: Mark Foletta, from BART, will present "The Timing of Land Redevelopment Around Fast Cities: Inspiring car-lite urban futures" at 4 p.m. in 290 Hearst Memorial Mining Building. Join us for cookies and beverages at 3:30 p.m.

[Event Details]

- Orientation 2016 Students!
- Berkeley Hackathon BRIDGE SF 2016 UC Berkeley Hackathon Action at ITS America
- Memo to Berkeley Professor"